Chuck Jessup
Subject:

FW: Paper #2 worth the read

From: Greg
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2021 9:48 PM
To: Chuck
Subject: RE: Paper #2 worth the read

You are right Chuck.
If we really knew everything that was going on in the world, particularly science and technology, we would probably shit
our pants and live out our lives in fear. Add in the fact that America is about to be displaced by a communist country as
the world leader, and what will be left of America is Biden and the progressives, and you now have the perfect storm to
end “humanity” on the planet.
From: Chuck
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2021 3:43 PM
To: Greg
Subject: RE: Paper #2 worth the read
I’ll try to keep this short and simple, given my HS and college education (biology in HS, chemistry and physics in college,
etc.). We (you and I) got a very good education vs. kids today; I think. While Lois managed to get past her science
classes and to get her pharmacy degree she said it was very hard for her to pass her classes; even with her higher IQ
than mine. As a person who relies heavily on science in her profession, it still befuddles me sometimes her perspective
when it comes to big pharma, how nature works, how chemicals can and do cause more problems than they solve
sometimes, etc. She just does not care when it comes to the evils than scientists and some big businesses can perform
while plying their trades to “get rich”. She seems to think all is well and there’s nothing much to see here… most of the
time. It baffles me.
Thanks to science, and the resulting modern medical practices, all of the following activities represent just the tip of the
iceberg when it comes to the potential downfall of “humanity” as we know it, IMHO:
Fission and fusion technology (A-bomb/ICBM risks are obvious).
Abortion (has killed more people than nearly all other scientific advancements combined so far).
Cloning + robotics (great potential to finally get to Hitler’s master race).
Genetic/chemical engineering (who knows what mistakes have led to death by cancer, etc.?).
Transplant technology (organ harvesting, before and after death, via central planning governments has become a reality
now).
Bioscience (biological warfare fine-tuned for disaster).
Internet (cyberwarfare coupled with internet dependence has potential to enslave and kill millions, not to mention
corrupt society at large).
Euthanasia (yet another way to corrupt society and rid us of the weak and dependent).
Pharmacy + legal/illegal addictive drugs (destruction of mental capacity and early termination of most users).
I’m sure I could think of many more. The point is that all of these branches of science have done a lot to allow the global
human population to flourish and populate the planet with 8 billion people as a result. But, on the flip side, every last
one of these branches of science have helped to cause untold levels moral and political decay, human suffering and
death, societal destruction and endless mental anguish. As time passes I predict science will not only unleash wondrous
advancement and profits but uncontrollable evil and unheard of death on a scale we can only now imagine; once the
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MLDs among us get their hands on this much knowledge and power they will never be able to manage it correctly or
resist trying to use it… on the rest of us.
As with what is going on politically in the country, as we speak – when it comes to the global scientific community at
large – I can only hope I am wrong and that there is enough wisdom within the population of scientists that some of
them will, somehow, be able to prevent the rest from snuffing us all out.
From: Greg Kuraspediani [mailto:Greg_Kuraspediani@eazy.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2021 8:20 AM
To: Chuck Jessup
Subject: RE: Paper #2 worth the read

Hi Chuck,
I did catch that interview. It is amazing how much more I got out of it because of reading that paper you sent me. Still
as much as she was revealing, it only scratches the surface to what is going on. I have a pretty clear picture and,
honestly, it is very sobering. There is an FX show called The Americans that you can watch, the entire series of six
seasons, I think on Prime. I have been watching it for some time now. It is very good TV acting, storylines, drama,
etc. Very coincidental are the episodes in Season 4 that I am just now watching where a Russian spy that was stealing
American Biological Weapon secrets successfully for 25 years gets caught just as he is stealing one of the worst biological
weapons supposedly ever developed. What is interesting is that the reason he gets caught is because another Russian
operative tells an FGC agent what is about to happen. His reason for giving up this spy, that he does not know but just
knows what is going on, is because he himself was placed in America due to his technical expertise. He tells the FBI
agent that he has not turned but Russian science is nowhere near American science and his fear is his country will
mishandle the virus and it will get out, causing an epidemic worldwide. So he wants his enemy, the Americans, to stop
his side from stealing a virus they most likely can’t manage or control properly.
Just a story, written years ago by a creative writer. Interesting sometimes how fiction comes so close to reality.
The Wuhan virus was created to target humans and be extremely infectious. That design clearly worked. As deadly as
this virus was, it was nothing because it killed less than 2% of its victims. Imagine everything works out the same way
but it kills 80% of its victims. These scientists are playing with fire in a building built with straw. We have enough
information now to know that the virologist community we praise for guiding us through this pandemic is the very one
responsible for the pandemic happening in the first place. I can’t stand Fauci for a lot of reasons, but now I despise
him. His fingerprints are all over this pandemic. From what I know now, China is responsible not only for letting such a
virus escape but then they did the unthinkable and tried to hide their mistakes from the rest of the world. To a certain
degree I can forgive the virus escape, but to lie to the world about it is really criminal and should have severe
consequences that the rest of the world imposes on China.
While AOC is pretending to cry and to hide from those evil insurrectionists that were (not) there to kill her, and while
she is out there screaming the environmental sky is falling and we are all going to die soon, some mealy mouth scientist
like Fauci is cooking up a germ to play with that just might wipe us off the planet in a matter of months. Of course she
has nothing to be concerned about there, as long as we follow the science.
From: Chuck
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 7:16 PM
To: Greg
Subject: Paper #2 worth the read
One more paper worth the read (2nd link below), assuming you didn’t come across it earlier, but first the source…
https://centerforsecuritypolicy.org/author/imp_jmichael_waller/
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https://centerforsecuritypolicy.org/covert-cadre-what-i-saw-leading-up-to-the-us-capitol-attack/
https://www.printfriendly.com/p/g/rDGtGs (PDF found here)
BTW. On Tucker Carlson’s FOX show this evening he interviewed a Chinese virologist who defected back around Feb
2020 I think it was. She interviewed on Fox a couple times and then dropped off the radar. I was telling Lois a couple
days ago, “I wonder what ever happened to her?” And bingo she shows up for an interview with Tucker again this
evening; which I am sure will be squashed like her prior interviews were. Timing is everything. Did you happen to catch
that interview?
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